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Kodaira dimensions and hyperbolicity of nonpositively curved
compact KÄahler manifolds

Fangyang Zheng

Abstract In this article we prove that a compact KÄahler manifold Mn with real analytic
metric and with nonpositive sectional curvature must have its Kodaira dimension its Ricci rank
and the codimension of its Euclidean de Rham factor all equal to each other In particular Mn

is of general type if and only if it is without °at de Rham factor By using a result of Lu and
Yau we also prove that for a compact KÄahler surface M2 with nonpositive sectional curvature
if M2 is of general type then it is Kobayashi hyperbolic

Mathematics Subject Classi¯cation 2000 Primary 53C55 Secondary 53C12

Keywords Compact KÄahler manifold nonpositive sectional curvature Ricci rank Ricci kernel
foliation Euclidean de Rham factor Kobayashi hyperbolic KÄahler hyperbolic visibility axiom

1 Introduction

Nonpositively curved Riemannian manifolds have been one of the focal points in
di®erential geometry since the 1980's [B-G-S] [E-H-S] [B] [Bu-S] [E3] [E4] and
the references therein provide a good view on the subject The complex special
case namely KÄahler manifolds with nonpositive sectional curvature have received
far less attention with only a few exceptions [Si] [M] [M1] [M2] [MSY] [G]
etc [G] gives a good discussion on the KÄahler case

For convenience let us denote by Fn the set of all compact KÄahler manifolds

of complex dimension n with nonpositive sectional curvature

On one hand Fn is a much more restrictive class than its parent set of all
nonpositively curved compact Riemannian manifolds Such manifolds tend to
be very rigid For instance Siu [Si] proved the strong rigidity of the KÄahlerian
complex structure under a slightly stronger curvature assumption Because of this
restrictiveness there is a better chance to obtain more precise characterization and
stronger structural statements in the KÄahler case than in the Riemannian case

On the other hand it is a general belief that the set Fn is quite large and con-
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tains rich examples [Z1] and [Z2] provided some evidence on this point especially
in complex dimension 2 So we are not dealing with small or nearly empty set of
specimen here

In the theory of nonpositively curved Riemannian manifolds one of the main
issues is to examine the ¯ne distinction between the behavior of negatively curved
and nonpositively curved manifolds In the KÄahler case we propose the following
conjectures which are simply based upon intuition:

Conjectures Let Mn; g be in Fn
1 The Kodaira dimension of M is equal to the rank of its Ricci form and is

equal to the codimension of its Euclidean de Rham factor In particular M
is of general type if and only if it has trivial Euclidean de Rham factor

2 If M is of general type then it is Kobayashi hyperbolic
3 If M is of general type and is irreducible i e no ¯nite cover of M is bi-

holomorphic to a product and is not a locally Hermitian symmetric space

of rank ¸ 2 then it satis¯es the visibility axiom i e the universal cover fMdoes not contain any 2-°at

Let us ¯rst have a brief discussion about these three conjectures The ¯rst one

will be implied by the following slightly stronger statement If fM is a simply-
connected complete KÄahler manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature and
with trivial Euclidean de Rham factor then the Ricci curvature must be negative

de¯nite at some point This is in fact true if the metric is real analytic as we

shall see later However its Riemannian analogue is not true We shall see such
examples in Section 4

For the second part one can raise a slightly stronger conjecture by asserting

that M is KÄahler hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov [G] Note that KÄahler
hyperbolicity implies Kobayashi hyperbolicity but is stronger than the latter for
example KÄahler hyperbolicity implies that ¼1 M is of exponential growth On
the other hand there are examples of compact complex manifold with ¼1 0 that
are Kobayashi hyperbolic e g a generic surface with large degree in CP3

By Brody's theorem a compact complex manifold M will be Kobayashi hyper-
bolic if any holomorphic map f : C M is constant When M is nonpositively
curved and of general type it does not contain any rational or elliptic curve So
Conjecture 2 is essentially about `closing up' the holomorphic 2-°ats in M In
the Riemannian case such questions were studied extensively by Schroeder et al
[A-S] [B-S] [H-S] and [S]{[S3]

For the third conjecture ¯rst of all a general type manifold Mn in Fn always

has c1 < 0 as we shall see later Hence M admits a KÄahler{Einstein metric by
[Y] According to Frankel [Fr] there exists a ¯nite cover M 0 of M such that

M 0 M0 £ M1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ Mk

where M0 is a locally Hermitian symmetric space while for each 1 · i · k Mi
is a irreducible i e any ¯nite cover of it is not biholomorphic to the product of
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two complex manifolds of positive dimensions and its universal cover has discrete

automorphism group
The assumption in Conjecture 3 simply says that either M is a ball quotient

or it is irreducible with Aut fM being discrete Note that if fM is a product then
the product of a pair of geodesics from di®erent factors gives a 2-°at

The conclusion of Conjecture 3 is equivalent to any one of the following:

² M satis¯es the visibility axiom or

² Any two distinct points in the boundary fM 1 is the two ends of a geodesic
in fM i e the Tits metric on fM 1 is degenerate: Td x; y +1 whenever
x 6 y or

² ¼1 M is a hyperbolic group [G1] or

² M is real hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov i e any absolutely minimizing
conformal map from R2 into M is constant Here `absolutely minimizing'
means that no homotopic map ¯xed outside a compact set of R2 can decrease

the area

The main purpose of this article is to con¯rm Conjecture 1 under the additional
assumption that the metric g is real analytic We also give a proof of Conjecture 2

in the case of complex dimension 2 by making use of a result due to Lu and Yau
[L-Y] We hope our discussion here can generate some interests towards these

conjectures and some related questions To close this introduction part we state

the following:

Theorem 1 If M; g is in Fn and g is real analytic then the Kodaira dimension
of M is equal to the complex codimension of the Euclidean de Rham factor of
M and is equal to the maximum rank of its Ricci 1; 1 -form In particular M is
of general type if and only if it has trivial Euclidean de Rham factor

Theorem 2 If M2; g is in F2 and M is of general type then it is Kobayashi
hyperbolic

2 Preliminaries

In this section we collect some facts which will be needed in our proofs

2 1 Euclidean de Rham factors

First let us recall the work of Eberlein on Euclidean de Rham factors [E1] [E2]
Suppose M is a compact Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional curva-
ture Then M has non-trivial Euclidean de Rham factor if and only if ¼1 M has

non-trivial center In this case there is a ¯nite cover M 0 of M and a Riemannian

¯ber bundle f :M 0 N with °at torus ¯ber onto a compact Riemannian manifold
N: N also has nonpositive sectional curvature but has trivial Euclidean de Rham
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factor The ¯bers of f correspond to the Euclidean de Rham factor of M M 0 is
di®eomorphic but may not be isometric to the product of the ¯ber with N

When M; g is in Fn f is a holomorphic ¯ber bundle with typical ¯ber being a

°at complex torus and the base Nk is in Fk with trivial Euclidean de Rham factor
Here k is the complex dimension of N which is of course just the codimension
of the Euclidean de Rham factor of M

2 2 Totally geodesic submanifolds and their parallels
In this subsection let us recall some well known facts about complete totally
geodesic submanifolds and their parallels in a Cartan{Hadamard manifold See

[B-G-S] or [B-S] for more details
Let fM be a complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold with nonpositive

sectional curvature For a subset A µ fM let T ubea A fx 2 fM jd x; A · ag be

the a-tube of A Two complete totally geodesic submanifolds Y and Y 0 of fM are

called parallel if the Hausdor® distance between Y and Y 0 is ¯nite i e if there

exists a such that Y µ T ubea Y 0 and Y 0 µ T ubea Y By the Sandwich Lemma

two parallel complete totally geodesic submanifolds Y Y 0 bound a convex subset
isometric to Y £ [0; a] where a is the Hausdor® distance between Y and Y 0

Now for a complete totally geodesic submanifold Y let PY be the set of all
points in fM which lie on the parallels of Y Then PY is convex and splits isomet-
rically as PY Y £ Z where Z is a convex subset of fM If the metric of fM is
real analytic then PY is without boundary

2 3 The kernel foliation of the Ricci tensor
We shall need the following lemma the proof of which follows directly from the

structure equations and the second Bianchi identity and is omitted

Lemma 1 Let M be a Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature
Assume that the Ricci curvature tensor is nowhere negative de¯nite For x 2 M
denote by Lx µ TxM the kernel of the Ricci tensor Let U be the open subset
where Lx has constant minimum dimension and L the distribution in U de¯ned
by Lx Then L is a totally geodesic foliation in U with °at leaves

We will call this L the kernel foliation of the Ricci tensor It is actually equal
to the nullity foliation of the Riemannian curvature tensor that is at any x 2 U
X 2 Lx if and only if R X; Y;Z; W 0 for any Y; Z; W in TxM So by the result
of Ferus [Fe] when M is complete any leaf of L will be complete submanifold
in M

2 4 General type manifolds in Fn

Now let M; g be a manifold in Fn Denote by Ricg the Ricci 1; 1 -form of g
It is nonpositive everywhere on M Let KM be the canonical line bundle of M
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If M is of general type then KM must be ample by the result of [K] since M
does not contain any rational curves Hence Kn

M RM ¡Ricg
n > 0 Therefore

Ricg must be negative de¯nite somewhere On the other hand if Ricg is negative

de¯nite somewhere in M then the generalized Kodaira embedding theorem cf
[S-S] implies that M is of general type In conclusion one has:

Lemma 2 Let M; g be a manifold in Fn Then M is of general type if and only
if the Ricci form Ricg is negative de¯nite somewhere

Proof of Theorem 1 Let Mn; g be in Fn with real analytic g By Eberlein's
theorems there exists a ¯nite cover M 0 of M and a holomorphic ¯ber bundle
f : M 0 N such that the ¯ber is a °at complex torus and the base N is in Fr
and has trivial Euclidean de Rham factor The metric of N is also real analytic
since the universal cover of N is just the product of all the non-Euclidean de

Rham factors of M On one hand the Kodaira dimension of M M 0 and N are

all equal On the other hand M and N have the same `Ricci rank' and the same

`codimension of the Euclidean de Rham factor' So Theorem 1 is proved if we can
show that N is of general type i e its Kodaira dimension is equal to its dimension

Assume the contrary then by Lemma 2 above the Ricci tensor of N is nowhere

negative de¯nite The following Theorem 3 then says that N will have a non-
trivial Euclidean de Rham factor a contradiction This will complete the proof of
Theorem 1 ¤

Theorem 3 Let Mn; g be a complete simply-connected KÄahler manifold with
nonpositive sectional curvature and with g being real analytic If the maximum
rank of the Ricci tensor is equal to r < n then M has a non-trivial Euclidean de

Rham factor Cn¡r

3 The Proof of Theorem 3

In this section we shall prove Theorem 3 thus completing the proof of Theorem
1 Throughout this section Mn; g will be a complete simply-connected KÄahler
manifold with real analytic metric g and with nonpositive sectional curvature

The maximum rank of the Ricci tensor is r and we assume that r < n Denote
by U the open dense subset where the Ricci tensor has rank r and by L the

distribution in U given by the kernel of the Ricci tensor As noted before L is a

foliation whose leaves are °at complete totally geodesic complex submanifolds

in M
Denote by L the distribution in U representing the orthogonal complement of

L so we have TM L © L in U where TM stands for the holomorphic tangent
bundle

Let us denote by TM F © F the corresponding decomposition where TM
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is the real tangent space of real dimension 2n and F is real underlying foliation
of L It is of real rank 2r

Recall that the conullity operator of a totally geodesic foliation F in a Rieman-
nian manifold is de¯ned by cf [A] [D-R]

CT X ¡ rX
~T

where T and X are tangent vectors in F and F respectively and ~T is a local
vector ¯eld in F extending T Here Y stands for the F -component of Y It is
well de¯ned and satis¯es the Riccati type equation

rT CS CS ± CT ¡ CrT S ¡ fR T ; ¢ Sg

for any two vector ¯elds T and S in F In our case the curvature term vanishes

and if we choose S to be parallel in each leaf of F then the above equation becomes

rT CS CS ± CT :

In particular along any geodesic ° t contained in a leaf F of F one has

rT CT CT
2

where T °0 t Since each F is complete by Ferus' theorem [Fe] we know that
CT for any T 2 F cannot have non-zero real eigenvalues cf [D-R] Note that
here and below we regard CT as linear transformations on the ¯nite dimensional
vector space of vector ¯elds in F that are parallel along ° t with °0 t T

Abe used the conullity operators to establish among other things the complex
analogue of the classic cylinder theorem of Hartman{Nirenberg which states that
a complete developable real or complex Euclidean submanifold with Gauss rank
1 must be a cylinder In [D-R] Dajczer and Rodriquez used these operators to
show that if M2n is a complete KÄahler manifold and f : M2n RN is a minimal
immersion with Gauss rank r · 4 i e the image of Gauss map of f M has real
dimension r · 4 then either M2n N4

£R2n¡4 and f is a cylinder: f f1 £ id
or M2n admits a complex foliation whose leaves are isometrically mapped by f
onto a±ne subspaces R2n¡2

We refer the readers to [A] and [D-R] for a detailed discussion ob these conullity
operators However we would like to point out that in the extrinsic case e g
Euclidean submanifolds the fact that CT needs to be symmetric with respect to
the second fundamental form makes it more restrictive e g when M is KÄahler
all CT are complex linear than the general intrinsic case The proofs in [D-R] is
quite di®erent than here because things are extrinsic and low codimensional there

Here on the other hand we rely mainly on the assumption that the sectional
curvature is nonpositive

Come back to our proof of Theorem 3 for T 2 F extend CT linearly over C
to the complexi¯cation

F C L © L :
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Choose a local frame fei; eigri 1
such that each ei 2 L Write CT ei Aijej +

Bijej then the matrix of CT under the basis fe; eg is

CT · A B
B A

¸ ; so CJT JCT
p¡1 · A ¡B

B ¡A
¸

where J is the almost complex structure of M For any real numbers a and b

write ¸ a + p¡1b we have

CaT+bJT · ¸A ¸B
¸B ¸A

¸ :

So we know that the above matrix has no non-zero real eigenvalue for any ¸ 2 C
In the case when the dimension of L is 1 that is when A and B are 1£1

metrices it is easy to see that this condition implies that A B 0
Our goal is to show that A B 0 for any T 2 F in general This means

that the leaves of L are all parallel to each other thus M Cn¡r£N r by the real
analyticity of the metric We could conclude that A B 0 if we can ¯nd a basis

feig for L under which both A and B are diagonal matrices

Let us ¯x a generic point p 2 U and take a local tangent frame fei; e®g of type

1; 0 near p such that each ei 2 L and each e® 2 L We will ¯x the range of
indices as follows

1 · i; j; : : : · r ; r+1 · ®; ¯; : : : · n:

Denote by µ £ the matrices of the connection and the curvature under the frame

e We have

d' '^ µ; dµ £ + µ ^ µ

where ' '1; : : : ;'n is the row vector of the coframe dual to e We have

µi
® ¡X

k
Ai

k'k + Bi
k'k

where A B appear in the matrix of CT for T e® + e® as before Here and
below ® is ¯xed Note that if we change the basis feig to a new one f²ig with
²i Pj P ji ej then the matrices A and B are replaced by PAP¡1 and PBP¡1

under the new basis f²ig of L
Write ab P

n
c 1 £c

ag ec; eb Then

ab Rabcd'c
^ 'd

where R are the components of the curvature under the frame e By our de¯nition
of L and the nonpositivity of the sectional curvature we know that Rabcd

0
unless all four indices are in the range between 1 and r cf [Z] The second
Bianchi identity then implies that

r

X
j 1

µj® ^ jk 0
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for any ® and k That is

X
i;j

Aj
®i'i ^ jk 0; X

i;j
Bj

®i'i ^ jk 0

or equivalently

X
j

AjiRjkpl ¡ AjpRjkil 0 1

X
j

Bj
i Rjkpl ¡Bj

l Rjkpi 0 2

for any i; p; k; l Here we dropped the reference in ® which is understood to be

¯xed in the discussion below
First we claim that A is diagonalizable Assume not then by the Jordan

decomposition there will be non-zero row vectors x and y such that
xA ¸x + y; yA ¸y

for some constant ¸ Multiply 1 by xpyi and sum over p and i we get
R ¸y kxl R ¸x+y kyl

for any k l That is Rykyl 0 for any k l In particular we have Ryyyy 0
Since the sectional curvature is nonpositive this implies that Ryyzz 0 for any
other tangent vector z cf [Z] thus the Ricci curvature in the direction y would
be zero a contradiction Therefore the matrix A must be diagonalizable

Write Lp
V1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ © Vs for the decomposition into eigenspaces of A that is

on each Va the linear transformation A is a constant ¸a times the identity and

¸a 6 ¸b for any 1 · a < b · s For any a
6

b and any x 2 Va y 2 Vb 1 gives

Rx¤y¤
0:

Multiply 2 by xiyk and sum over i k and using the above identity we have

X
j

BxjRjypl 0

for any p l Contracting over p and l we get

X
j

Bxjrjy 0

where r rij stands for the Ricci tensor Since the Ricci is negative de¯nite

on L this means that Bxy 0 That is B respects the decomposition Lp
V1 © ¢ ¢ ¢ © Vs and so does the Ricci tensor

Fix a block Va in it the equation 2 gives Br t Br Since r is negative

de¯nite we can choose a basis e a of Va under which r ¡I so B becomes

a complex symmetric matrix Since for any complex symmetric matrix B there

exists a unitary matrix Q such that tQBQ is diagonal note that this is just PBP¡1
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for P Q¤ so we have a new basis of Va under which B is diagonal In the

meantime A ¸aI becomes PAP¡1 ¸aI and remains to be diagonal So there

exists a basis of Lp
under which A and B are both diagonal matrices Now the

condition that CaT+bJT can not have any non-zero real eigenvalue for any real
numbers a and b implies that A B 0 This completes the proof of Theorem 3

¤

4 Discussions and examples

In this section let us discuss some issues relating to Theorem 1 and Theorem 3

Let us start with the real analyticity assumption
Our proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 rely on the extra assumption that

the metric g is real analytic If we drop that assumption in Theorem 3 then the

proofs show that any connected component Ua of U ½ M must be isometric to a
product Cn¡r £ Na where Na is a piece of KÄahler manifold of dimension r that
has nonpositive sectional curvature and negative Ricci curvature

We do not know if there is any example of Cartan{Hadamard KÄahler manifold
Mn with Ricci rank r < n but without global Euclidean de Rham factor Our
proof here only shows that such a manifold will have local Euclidean de Rham
factors In other words if one drops the real analyticity condition in Theorem 3
we do not know if the conclusion will still be true It is conceivable that one might
be able to `patch up' things to get a manifold without global °at factor

If one requires that this M is isometrically the universal covering space of
a compact manifold however we believe the leaves of L must close up in the

quotient so the real analyticity assumption should be just a technical one in
Theorem 1 and the theorem should hold true without this extra assumption The

key here is have a generalization of Eberlein's theorem to local Euclidean de Rham
factors but at this point we do not know how to deal with it

In the low dimensional cases Theorem 1 does hold true without the real an-
alyticity assumption For example if M2; g is a compact KÄahler surface with
nonpositive sectional curvature then by the classi¯cation theory for surfaces and
the fact that M can not contain any rational curve we know that a ¯nite cover
of M2 must be either a complex 2-torus a product of the complex 1-torus with a
curve of genus ¸ 2 or a general type surface The Kodaira dimension is always

equal to the Ricci rank or the codimension of the Euclidean de Rham factor
Similarly in dimension 3 Theorem 1 also holds without the real analyticity

assumption

Next let us consider the completeness assumption in Theorem 3 We would
like to point out that without the completeness assumption Theorem 3 is not
true even in dimension 2 That is if U; g is a piece of KÄahler surface with real
analytic metric g nonpositive sectional curvature and with Ricci tensor of rank
1 everywhere on U then the leaves of the kernel foliation of the Ricci are not
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necessarily parallel to each other In fact this foliation in general may not even
be holomorphic

This phenomenon was discussed in details in the paragraph 7 1 on p 595 of
the paper by Mok [M] The referee suggested the following simple but illustrative

example

Example 1 Let f : C C3 be a holomorphic map such that f 0 ^ f 00 ^ f 000
6

0

For instance one could let f be f z z; z2; z3 Consider the holomorphic map
F : U C £ C¤ C3 de¯ned by F z; t f z + tf 0 z The assumption on

f implies that F is an immersion Denote by g the F -pull back of the Euclidean
metric on C3 then U2; g is a non-complete KÄahler surface with nonpositive

bisectional curvature

Denote by B the second fundamental form of U in C3 and write

T F¤³
@

@t´ f 0; Z F¤³
@

@z´ f 0 + tf 00:

The tangent space of U is spanned by fT ; Zg or equivalently ff 0; f 00
g We have

B T ; T B T ; Z 0; B Z; Z t f 000
6

0:

So under the frame fT; Zg the only non-zero component of the curvature tensor
is RZZZZ ¡jB Z; Z j

2 < 0 Thus U2; g has nonpositive sectional curvature as

well
The kernel foliation of the Ricci is just the developable meaning the tangent

space of U is constant along each ruling ruling foliation spanned by T its leaves

are not all parallel to each other since f 0 ^ f 00
6

0

This example illustrates the necessity of the completeness assumption in The-
orem 3

Finally let us consider the Riemannian counterpart of Theorem 3 Note that
the strict Riemannian analogue of Theorem 3 does not hold namely there exists

real analytic Cartan{Hadamard manifold Mn without Euclidean de Rham factor
such that the Ricci rank is less than n To see such an example consider the the

following cubic threefold

Example 2 Let M3
µ R4 be the graph of the function

w f x; y; t x2 ¡ y2 + 2txy 1 + t2

over R3 It is easy to see that M3 is ruled along the t direction In fact it is
developable i e the tangent space of M3 along each ruling line is constant The

Ricci rank is equal to 2 The second fundamental form of M3 which is given by the

Hessian of f has one positive one negative and one zero eigenvalue everywhere

Therefore M has nonpositive sectional curvature Clearly these rulings are not
all parallel to each others

Similarly we may consider the following developable Euclidean submanifold
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Example 3 Let M2k+1
½ R3k+1 be the graph of the smooth map F : R2k+1

Rk de¯ned by

F t; x; y 2tx¡ t2y; t; x; y 2 R £ Rk
£ Rk :

Equip M with the restriction of the standard Euclidean metric Then Mn is a real
analytic Cartan{Hadamard manifold without Euclidean de Rham factor and has

Ricci rank r k + 1 So r satis¯es the equality n 2r¡ 1 In fact Mn even has

nonpositive curvature operator We will omit the details of the veri¯cation here

since it's straight forward computation

The above examples show that on a given Cartan{Hadamard manifold Mn

i e a complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sec-
tional curvature the Ricci rank r can be less than n even when Mn is real
analytic and is without Euclidean de Rham factor However this r cannot be too
small relative to n¡ s where s is the so-called core number which measures the

`°atness' of the manifold In fact r has to be bigger than half of n¡s and this in-
equality is sharp by Example 3 where s 0 We refer the readers to [G-Z] for the

details Compare this to the special but related case when Mn is a submanifold
in Rn+p for small p where similar questions were studied [F] [F-Z] [F-Z1]

5 Proof of Theorem 2

In this section we shall prove Theorem 2 stated in the introduction First let us

start with some discussion about the conjecture itself
Let Mn be a KÄahler manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature First of

all notice that if a tangent direction v has zero holomorphic sectional curvature
then it will have zero Ricci curvature as well For a proof of this see [Z] Secondly
it is easy to see that M does not contain any rational curve smooth or singular
In fact when M is complete and N is any compact complex manifold with ¼1 0
or ¯nite then any holomorphic map from N into M must be trivial because the

universal cover of M is Stein by a theorem of Wu [W] Also if E is an elliptic
curve in M the curvature decreasing property for holomorphic subbundles will
force E to be smooth °at and totally geodesic in M So the Ricci curvature in
the tangent direction of E is zero Thus E ¢ KM 0 where KM is the canonical
line bundle of M

As a consequence if Mn is a general type compact KÄahler manifold with
nonpositive sectional curvature then it does not contain any elliptic curve since

otherwise KM will not be ample thus there will be a rational curve in M by a

result of Kawamata [K]
By a theorem of Brody a compact complex manifold M will be Kobayashi

hyperbolic if any holomorphic map from C into M is constant So Conjecture 2 is
in a way a complex analogue of the Bangert{Schroeder theorem [B-S] which states

that for a compact real analytic nonpositively curved Riemannian manifold M if
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the universal covering space of M contains a °at of maximal possible dimension
in M then M will contain a closed °at i e a totally geodesic °at torus of the

same dimension

Theorem 2 Let M2 be a compact KÄahler surface of nonpositive sectional curva-
ture If it is a general type surface then it will be Kobayashi hyperbolic

Proof First of all such a surface has ample canonical line bundle KM and does not
contain any smooth or singular rational or elliptic curves In the elliptic case

the curvature condition forces the curve to be smooth and has zero intersection
number with KM

By the result of [Z] we know that the two Chern numbers of M satisfy c2
1 ¸ 2c2

When c2
1
> 2c2 one can apply the result of Lu and Yau [L-Y] to conclude that any

entire holomorphic map f : C M degenerates i e its image must be contained
in a curve necessarily a rational or elliptic one That proves the hyperbolicity
of M

When c2
1

2c2 one can still apply the result of [L-Y] except the case when
there is a horizontal surface Y contained in P TM which satis¯es Y ¢L2 0 Here

L is the dual of the tautological line bundle see paragraph 3 2 of [L-Y] In the

latter case the cotangent bundle M of M is not stable under the polarization KM
On the other hand by [Y] M admits a KÄahler{Einstein metric with negative Ricci
curvature So M is the direct sum of two line bundles and the KÄahler{Einstein
metric splits Hence the universal cover fM is a product which is necessarily the

bidisc In this case the hyperbolicity is well known ¤
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